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Article abstract
Diagnoses of the relationship between literature and market capitalism
established by Marx, principally in his Grundrisse, and by Walter Benjamin in
his hypothesis of homology between commodity production and modern
literature, are briefly presented. Marx established a basic distinction between
sensual use-value and quantitative exchange-value in commodity production.
Benjamin applied this contradiction, which results in general alienation, to
post-19th-century craze for novelty in fiction. In market circulation, the novelty
tends to be fake rather than radical. Tocqueville's insights into the psychology
of mass "democratic" societies are also brought to bear on this aporia. The
hegemonic position of the mass press within written discourse is then
envisaged on the basis of E.A. Poe's early comments. Benjamin's and the other
critics' discussions of fashion, gambling, quick turnover, time-anxiety, etc., are
identified as the customer experience oriented toward excitement. In
conclusion, literature's use-value is seen as significant aesthetic cognition, and
its contradiction in exchange-value as the narrative domination of infinitely
recurring superficial strangenesses. This seems to be the basic model of all
literary discourse (fictional or not) from Balzac's times to our own. (DS)
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